US TECH SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

Corporate Overview

US Tech Solutions is a leading Global Consulting and IT services company. We offer a wider range of solutions customized to various verticals and horizontals, as well as providing system integration and strategic consulting right through IT implementation to our customers. We have excellent domain expertise in verticals.

As a diverse end to end IT solutions provider, US Tech Solutions offers a range of expertise aimed at assisting customers to compete successfully in the ever changing IT industry. We provide long term solutions with quality as our main focus. Our main branch is located in Jersey City, NJ, and we also have dedicated offshore development centers around the world.


Why US Tech Solutions?

US Tech’s key objective is to provide organizations enterprise-wide, business process visibility & technology optimization by utilizing our proprietary methodologies we’ve named, TechIT™.

These tools quickly identify the critical core business process constraints inhibiting revenue and earnings growth and to assist our customers to better understand if their business process initiatives are providing measurable and sustainable improvement results.

US Tech’ strengths lie in its ability to assist organizations to create seamless operating environments where business strategies, processes, people, assets, and information technologies perform at their highest potential. This environment produces real competitive advantages and measurable hard
dollar returns. Furthermore, shareholder value, an increasingly important issue, becomes quantifiable with US Tech.

The number one success factor in ensuring optimal corporate performance is to quickly identify the critical core process constraints inhibiting revenue and earnings growth. Companies need to base their tactical and optimization efforts on a thorough and timely assessment of their current performance. This periodic assessment step is an essential task for defining and subsequently initiating what improvements should be done, when they should be done and what they should expect for results.

Our mandate is very clear; we help our customers to produce more; better, faster, and at a lower cost, while simultaneously and continuously finding ways to add value to their business environment. We are: The “NewThink” in Process & Technology performance.

Delivering competitiveness is what US Tech Solutions brings to the table when it takes on any assignment. Its vast repertoire of competencies begin from strategy consulting, that factors in the client's current and future competitive scenario, and then goes on to tailor IT solutions and services that meets today's as well as tomorrow's business needs. Envious lists of loyal clients, who have regularly sought our services, are living proof of the US Tech Solution edge. It is their testimonials and our growing list of competencies that is helping to enlarge the list of clients every day.

**Managing IT enabled Process**

It's important for businesses to recognize and focus on their core competencies, to achieve maximum efficiency in areas that bring revenue. Companies that do not possess the competency to manage IT optimally end up losing both in terms of quality of business process, time and efficiency-and in the long run, the bottom line suffers. Outsourcing IT tasks to professionals can free up the company's resources to concentrate on the main line of business. US Tech Solution helps companies focus on their respective core competencies by taking up the IT implementation aspect in which it has expertise.

**Creating Better Business values**

While US Tech Solutions takes on the operational responsibility for managing the applications, it also helps the customer save cost and increase the time to market with a 24-hour cycle time in addressing the project or product requirements. In addition, US Tech Solutions also addresses different dimensions of the customer's problems by applying its vast experience in multiple projects across industries and technologies in a variety of business cultures. US Tech Solutions has the
capability to bring a fresh perspective on existing problems, streamlining the customer's overall business process in the course of the engagement to enhance business value for the customer.

Diversity

The need for a diverse workforce is part and parcel of the human resource requirements associated with successful continuous quality improvement initiatives. A diverse workforce in which the contributions of each member—faculty, staff, or administrator, are respected and valued is an institution’s most important asset. Such a workforce is able to synthesize a variety of perspectives and processes for the successful completion of tasks.

We are truly diverse organization, on the other hand, unified through common vision and purpose is healthy, strong, innovative, dynamic, and capable of blending a multiplicity of perspectives, experiences, and abilities, and it is able to weather significant competitive challenges.

US Tech Solutions is proud to be a certified Minority-Owned Small Business Enterprise. US Tech has been certified as a Minority Business Enterprise by the National Minority Supplier Development Council (NMSDC).

The National Minority Supplier Development Council ® (NMSDC®) provides a direct link between corporate America and minority-owned businesses. US TECH follows the guidelines set by the NMSDC when identifying certified, diverse suppliers. The NMSDC defines a certified minority business enterprise (MBE) as a for-profit enterprise, regardless of size, physically located in the United States or its trust territories, which is owned, operated and controlled by minority group members.

Awards and Accolades

- US Tech Solutions has been ranked as one of the fastest growing technology firms by the Deloitte Fast 50 program for last 5 consecutive years.
- US Tech Solutions US Tech Solutions has been ranked as one of the fastest growing companies in North America by the INC Magazine for the last 4 consecutive years.
- US Tech Solutions has been ranked as one of the fastest growing companies in NJ by NJBiz for last 3 consecutive years.

For more details, visit our website @ www.ustechsolutions.com